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Christmas lighting times and dial out changes for Morrisons

Where dial out is activated by JTL rather than CDK for all days that the stores are closed all
day and unmanned, dial out settings must be changed in unit 907. In screenshot 1 you can
see when daytime starts and finishes. During daytime dial outs do not occur. Daytime finish
needs to be set to 5 minutes after whatever time daytime starts. In this example for days
that Morrisons are closed you would set daytime finish to 08:05. Daytime start and finish are
always set in unit 907.

All changes must be reverted after the Christmas period.

Your engineer’s will need swipe cards to make changes. All stores are viewable remotely via
the JTL Cloud or SiteEngineer so you can see how sites are currently set up.

The case lighting changes should made to unit 901 Store trading hours. We suggest that
you only lengthen opening hours to ensure that the store lights operate correctly in the
second week. Screenshot 2 shows the current lighting schedule for Colindale.

Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2
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Special days can be added to the relative lighting timer channel; as special days the lighting
will not operate. Special days are added by setting a day and month. Screenshot 3 shows that
currently one special day is set at Colindale for 25/12 so lights will not operate on this day.
Relative timers have many different number depending on vintage. Usually 41, 91, 100.1,
200.1, 300.1, 400.1, 500.1 etc.
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Screenshot 3


